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Income is one of core concepts in financial accounting theory, and the traditional 
Income determining pattern, which bases on historical cost principle, revenue 
realization—matching principle and conservation principle, reflects the operation 
performance of the business enterprises. It adapts to the industrial age of economic 
environment and accounting target of reporting the entrusting responsibilities. 
However, with the rapidly changing of business environment and the appearing of 
new and non-traditional sources of revenue, the traditional Income determining 
pattern received great impact, and it cannot reflect the actual status of enterprise 
management. Therefore, each country makes a study of improving measures of 
traditional income statement in successions. American, England and International 
Accounting Standards Board made great achievements in this field. In 2006, China 
promulgated new accounting standards although reflects the comprehensive income 
thoughts. And in 2009, China promulgated <the No.3 Expatiation of Enterprise 
Accounting Standards>. But they both did not establish clear comprehensive income 
criterion. Recent years, with changes of the political, economic and cultural 
environment, and convergence of our new accounting standards and international 
accounting standards, the environment of reporting comprehensive income became 
mature. 
This article uses methods of theory research and contrast research. Using the 
theory study on the traditional income as the starting point, this article analyzes the 
urgent need of the current economic environment on reporting comprehensive income. 
And it also expounds the definition, recognition, measurement and characteristics of 
comprehensive income. Based on these theoretical analyses, this article studied three 
report modes of the comprehensive income, and compared the application situation of 
comprehensive income in the domestic and international. In conclusion, it is 
imperative to apply the comprehensive income in China; however, we should not 
copy the practice of foreign standards as a result of the special accounting 
environment of our country, such as lack of perfect capital market. We should adopt a 
method in gradual step, in which we should create related external environment for 















corresponding criterion system. In addition, as the attention on the comprehensive 
income information of users is increasing day by day, performance evaluation based 
on comprehensive income will become one the future development trend. 
The innovation of this article lays that, using accounting environment as the 
starting point, it analyzed the necessity and feasibility of the application of 
comprehensive income reporting mode in our country. On the basis of comparison of 
the application situation of comprehensive income in the domestic and international, 
this article offered suggestions on our country's comprehensive income report mode 
and content and constructed the performance evaluation system on the basis of the 
comprehensive income. 
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